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PERGOLAS

CARPORT

SUNBREAKERS

INLET CANOPIES

GARDEN SHEDS

ACCESSORIES



PREMIUM TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS

SUPERIOR OUTDOOR COMFORT
WHERE DESIGN MEETS FUNCTIONALITY

Create your dream oasis with solutions tailored just for you. At Misteral, we are committed to delivering 

the highest standard of quality through certified products and premium professional services, ensuring 

your complete satisfaction. We have been with you from the very beginning. Our joint journey starts with 

a free on-site consultation and measurements at your location. With timely delivery and professional 

installation, we ensure that your oasis is brought to life to perfection.

VISUALLY HARMONIOUS DESIGN WITH ENDURING LONGEVITY
Misteral's unified constructions and meticulous attention to detail create a living environment that 

embodies both uniformity and exceptional quality:

All our products are crafted from sustainable and corrosion-resistant materials, 

such as aluminium, stainless steel, and glass.

All our products are coated with marine grade paint, ensuring superior protection 

against the corrosive effects of sea water.

Our products are built to last, offering exceptional durability and backed by a long-term warranty.

Our products are dimensionally adaptable to accommodate your unique design concept.



YOUR OWN OUTDOOR LIVING SPACE

Experience the perfect blend of aesthetics and functionality with Misteral's meticulously crafted 

pergolas. Made from sustainable and non-corrosive materials (aluminum, inox, and glass), 

Misteral's pergolas provide a robust structure with a long lifespan, thanks to an optimal balance of 

statics and strength. Our pergolas are carefully crafted to harmonize with your unique space, 

offering both aesthetic appeal and functional adaptability, without any compromises. All our 

solutions undergo rigorous verification and testing at accredited institutes.

Misteral pergolas are designed to be waterproof, snow proof, and windproof, ensuring a 

comfortable shelter in any weather condition. 

PERGOLAS
AESTHETICALLY AND FUNCTIONALLY TAILORED TO YOUR FACILITY

PROJECTS MISTERAL



INNOVATIVE AND PATENTED BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLA SOLUTIONS

Experience the exclusive and original concept of our bioclimatic louvered pergolas, providing a 

comfortable and enjoyable outdoor experience in any weather condition. Misteral's bioclimatic 

pergola is the unique solution on the market featuring a movable groove that aligns with the 

rotation angle of the louvers. This ingenious design ensures that even in heavy rain, water is 

prevented from spraying, keeping you dry and comfortable. Our patented drainage solution 

enables you to effortlessly open the slats immediately after rainfall, 

without any water dripping onto your terrace. 

Misteral's bioclimatic pergolas feature the market's largest angle of rotation 

for the louvers, ensuring abundant sunshine when desired.

BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLAS
ELEGANTLY DESIGNED TO OFFER A COMFORTABLE SHELTER IN ANY WEATHER

PROJECTS MISTERAL



FIXED PERGOLAS
ENSURE PERMANENT PROTECTION OF YOUR TERRACE

CREATE YOUR OWN SANCTUARY WITH THE MISTERAL FIXED PERGOLA

Misteral's fixed pergola features a robust and durable construction, designed to withstand any 

weather conditions and provide you with constant shelter. It seamlessly integrates with any type of 

structure, enhancing its overall aesthetics. Our fixed pergolas are low-maintenance and offer 

continuous privacy and shelter for your enjoyment. Experience more than just a canopy.

PROJECTS MISTERAL



PROTECTS AND ELEVATES THE VALUE OF EVERY CAR
The carport is an essential feature of any contemporary living space. Achieve the ideal blend of 

practicality and aesthetic perfection with our carport, enhancing your outdoor space, adding value, 

and stylishly protecting every car. Misteral carport is a design-coordinated system that brings top-

quality to your outdoor area.

Misteral carport offers a robust and long-lasting structure designed to withstand even the harshest 

weather conditions, ensuring your car is provided with reliable and permanent protection. With its 

exceptional dimensional flexibility, it allows you to select a suitable size to accommodate one, two, 

or even multiple cars of any size. Misteral carport seamlessly combines the outstanding 

qualities of renowned car brands, showcasing the best attributes from German quality, 

Italian luxury and design, as well as Swedish reliability.

CARPORT
EXPERIENCE A CANOPY THAT OUTSHINES EVERY OTHER CAR COVER

PROJECTS MISTERAL



SUNBREAKERS
EXTERNAL BLINDS THAT PROTECT AGAINST CURIOUS NEIGHBOUR LOOKS

FLEXIBLE AND CUSTOM-MADE FOR YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS

Misteral sunbreakers provide adjustable light control and ensure privacy in any bustling environment. 

Their minimalist and versatile design effortlessly enhances both the aesthetic appeal and functionality of 

any building, taking it to new heights of excellence.

Experience the compact design of our exterior blinds, providing protection for windows, terraces, glazing, 

and other exposed elements of your building. Misteral sunbreakers offer customizable rotating or fixed 

slats, tailored to your specific requirements, and can be installed vertically or horizontally. Misteral 

external blinds provide adjustable slat rotation, granting you complete control over the desired amount 

of natural light entering the room. Not only do they shield the sun, but they also overshadow the entire 

surroundings. Misteral sunbreakers are the exclusive solution on the market that simultaneously 

captivate attention and provide complete privacy.

PROJECTS MISTERAL



MAKE A STRIKING FIRST IMPRESSION OF YOUR HOME'S ENTRY

Entrance canopies serve a dual purpose: enhancing aesthetics while providing functionality. 

Thanks to meticulous attention to detail and a focus on quality, the Misteral entrance canopy is 

designed to harmonize flawlessly with all the elements in your backyard. The minimalist design of 

the Misteral entrance canopy, in line with the entire product range, adds an attractive focal point to 

the building and leaves a lasting and impactful first impression.

The Misteral entrance canopy not only provides protection from various weather 

conditions but also adds an aesthetic finishing touch to the building's entrance.

 

ENTRANCE CANOPIES
MAKE A  FIRST IMPRESSION GREAT

PROJECTS MISTERAL



MODERN AND WELL-ORGANISED GARDEN

Experience the pleasure of a tidy and organized outdoor space with a Misteral garden shed. A 

small shed in your garden or backyard provides an ideal solution for storing tools, garden furniture, 

and bicycles while keeping your belongings clean and protected from any weather conditions. 

Misteral garden sheds offer more than just storage space. They serve as a simple yet sophisticated 

centrepiece for your garden oasis, offering not only storage but also a versatile space for socializing 

or pursuing your creative endeavours.

Thanks to their modern, strong, and robust construction, Misteral garden sheds beautifully 

complement your outdoor space, creating a tidy and well-maintained outdoor setting. Designed 

to aesthetically harmonize with all other Misteral products, our garden sheds provide a unified 

finishing touch to your living space, ensuring both quality and design cohesion.

GARDEN SHEDS
FOR A MODERN GARDEN OASIS

PROJECTS MISTERAL



You can bring your perfect outdoor oasis 

to life by customizing our offerings 

according to your specific wishes. Elevate 

the aesthetics and functionality of every 

Misteral solution by personalizing it with a 

wide range of accessories.

ACCESSORIES
PROVIDING 

EVEN MORE FUNCTIONALITY

ZIP ROLLER BLINDS

ZIP roller blinds are an ideal solution for 

the external shading of large areas. 

Misteral ZIP roller blinds are designed with 

a robust blind housing and threaded shaft, 

guaranteeing excellent static strength. 

This ensures that the canvas remains 

perfectly tensioned and free of wrinkles, 

regardless of its dimensions.  

ALUMINIUM SLIDING DOORS

In addition to providing effective sun 

protection, aluminium sliding doors also 

offer complete privacy, making them an 

excellent addition to pergolas or carports 

in bustling living environments. Enjoy the 

freedom to open or close sliding 

aluminum doors at your convenience, 

granting you full control over the desired 

level of privacy and shade. In addition to 

the classic aluminum sliding doors, you 

can opt for aluminum sliding doors 

combined with wood, creating a cozy, 

earthy vibe in your home.

SLIDING WINDOWS

Sliding windows offer the perfect solution 

for protecting your terrace under a 

pergola from wind, all while preserving a 

stunning panoramic view. Choose from 

plain, sandblasted, or anti-soil glass for the 

sliding glass of your pergola.

ENHANCE YOUR 

MISTERAL PRODUCT WITH 

ACCESSOIRES OF YOUR CHOICE

 



SUNBREAKERS

Sunbreakers are external blinds that offer complete light control and enhanced privacy whenever 

desired. They can feature fixed or rotating louvers, offering convenient motorized or manual 

operation options. 

LED LIGHTS

Create the perfect ambiance with high-

quality LED lights, expertly adapted to the 

level and purpose of our installations, 

ensuring a delightful atmosphere. These 

are no ordinary LED strip lights; they are 

spotlights with 3000 K coloured light, a 

wide beam angle, waterproof, and 

dimmable, providing exceptional lighting 

solutions.

ACCESSORIES
 PROVIDING EVEN MORE FUNCTIONALITY



DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
AND ADVANTAGES
THAT SET MISTERAL APART FROM THE COMPETITION

Standardna konzola za stup 155 x 155 mm

Angle joint with outlet - cross-section.

Sturdy and robust construction.

The largest angle of rotation for the 

pergola louvers on the market.

Orientation of the louvers parallel to 

the building.

Wind resistance up to 200km/h.

Patented drainage solutions.

Waterproofing and snow proofing.

No gaskets between the louvers.

Exceptionally user-friendly operation.

Possibility of choosing the fixed roof.

Possibility of installing solar cells.

Maximum service life. 

Extensive selection

of high-quality accessories.

In-house installation team.

Up to 10 years warranty included.

Fixing on the site of the facade. 

Angle joint with outlet.



double pergola - embedded in the existing structure

TYPE 1 TYPE 2

TYPE 3 TYPE 4

TYPE 5 TYPE 6

TYPE 7 TYPE 8

TYPES OF PERGOLAS
WITH UNLIMITED CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS TO SUIT YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS

double pergola - internal angle of the building double pergola - large slates perpendicular to the building 

double pergola - large slates perpendicular to the building 

double pergola - parallel slats and one pillar double pergola - slats parallel with the building

7 double pergola - external angle of the building single pergola - slates perpendicular to the building



TYPE 11 TYPE 12

TYPE 13 TYPE 14

TYPE 15 TYPE 16

TYPE 17 TYPE 18

TYPE 9 TYPE 10
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single pergola - large slates parallel with the building single pergola - parallel slats with a camshaft

freestanding single pergola with roller shutters double pergola - large slates perpendicular to the building

triple pergola - large slats parallel with the building double pergola - attached to the building on one side

double pergola - slats parallel with the building single pergola - without pillars

single pergola - slats parallel with the building freestanding single pergola



TYPE 21 TYPE 22

TYPE 19 TYPE 20
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hexagonal pergola - freestanding on pillars four post pergola - slats parallel with the building

triple pergola - slats parallel with the building double pergola - slats in a rectangular position

with the building



To help us better understand your location, you can create a sketch that includes relevant 

details and dimensions and send it to us.

If you require assistance with your sketch or encounter any difficulties, please don't hesitate 

to reach out to us via phone.



Misteral d.o.o.

Zdolska cesta 18a, SI 8270 Krško

PE Krško, CKŽ 135c, SI 8270 Krško

 +386 41 55 44 77

 +386 41 659 659
info@misteral.si

www.misteral.si


